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ABSTRACT
◥

Although immunotherapies of tumors have demonstrated
promise for altering the progression of malignancies, immu-
notherapies have been limited by an immunosuppressive
tumor microenvironment (TME) that prevents infiltrating
immune cells from performing their anticancer functions. Prom-
inent among immunosuppressive cells are myeloid-derived sup-
pressor cells (MDSC) and tumor-associated macrophages (TAM)
that inhibit T cells via release of immunosuppressive cytokines
and engagement of checkpoint receptors. Here, we explore the
properties of MDSCs and TAMs from freshly isolated mouse and
human tumors and find that an immunosuppressive subset of
these cells can be distinguished from the nonimmunosuppressive
population by its upregulation of folate receptor beta (FRb)
within the TME and its restriction to the TME. This FRbþ

subpopulation could be selectively targeted with folate-linked
drugs. Delivery of a folate-targeted TLR7 agonist to these cells (i)
reduced their immunosuppressive function, (ii) increased CD8þ

T-cell infiltration, (iii) enhanced M1/M2 macrophage ratios,
(iv) inhibited tumor growth, (v) blocked tumor metastasis, and
(vi) improved overall survival without demonstrable toxicity.
These data reveal a broadly applicable strategy across tumor
types for reprogramming MDSCs and TAMs into antitumori-
genic immune cells using a drug that would otherwise be too
toxic to administer systemically. The data also establish FRb as
the first marker that distinguishes immunosuppressive from
nonimmunosuppressive subsets of MDSCs and TAMs. Because
all solid tumors accumulate MDSCs and TAMs, a general strat-
egy to both identify and reprogram these cells should be broadly
applied in the characterization and treatment of multiple tumors.

Significance: FRb serves as both a means to identify and target
MDSCs and TAMs within the tumor, allowing for delivery of
immunomodulatory compounds to tumormyeloid cells in a variety
of cancers.

Introduction
Myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) and tumor-associated

macrophages (TAM) are well known for their abilities to suppress
antitumor immunity (1), release tumor growth factors (2), promote
tumor angiogenesis (3), and enhance tumor metastasis (4). Because
both cell types are present in the tumor microenvironment (TME) of
virtually all tumor types, they pose a major hurdle to developing
immunotherapies for almost all solid tumors. Strategies to inhibit the
functions ofMDSCs and TAMs have focused primarily on nonspecific
drugs, like phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase inhibitors and anti-CCL2
antibodies, however, such drugs have generally displayed adequate
efficacy only at concentrations that were compromised by off-target
toxicity (5). While current immunotherapeutic strategies have shown
considerable promise in treating cancer, approaches to reprogram
immunoregulatory myeloid cells are still needed to enable most
immunotherapies of solid tumors to achieve their full potentials (6).

Despite significant advances in MDSC and TAM biology (1, 7, 8),
both populations are still primarily defined functionally, because
antigenic markers that segregate with MDSCs and TAMs are also
expressed onnonimmunosuppressivemyeloid populations (8). In fact,
to date, no diagnostic marker has been identified that distinguishes
immunosuppressive from nonimmunosuppressive MDSCs or TAMs.
Previous studies have shown that folate receptor beta (FRb) constitutes
amarker for TAMs (9) and other forms of activatedmacrophages (10),
however, use of this marker has focused to date on imaging of
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autoimmune diseases (11, 12), with little effort devoted to exploiting it
for therapeutic applications or evaluating its association with func-
tion (13). Ongoing research by our group has shown the immediate
suppressive function of MDSCs to be located within inflammatory
sites and the TME (14). Given that FRb is also localized to inflam-
matory sites and the TME, we initiated studies to define the functional
properties of FRbþ TME-derived myeloid cells. Herein, we demon-
strate that FRbþMDSCs and TAMs freshly isolated from the TME are
the dominant immunosuppressive myeloid populations and that
highly specific delivery of both imaging and therapeutic agents to
these cells in the TME can be achieved with folate targeting.We further
show that a potent folate-targeted TLR7 agonist (TLR7a) that is too
toxic to administer in nontargeted form can be safely and specifically
targeted to myeloid cells within the TME by conjugation to folate,
resulting in reprogramming of tumor myeloid cells, abrogation of
MDSC/TAM immunosuppressive activities, enhancement of T-cell
infiltration, induction of antitumor activity, and significant improve-
ment in overall survival.

Materials and Methods
Animals

BALB/cJ, FVB/NJ, and C57BL/6J mice were purchased from The
Jackson Laboratory and housed in accordance with Purdue Animal
Use and Care Committee guidelines. Mice were used at 8–12 weeks of
age for tumor implantation studies. Unless otherwise specified, mice
were housed on corn cob bedding and fed complete chow. 4T1 tumors
were implanted in the mammary fat pad of female BALB/cJ mice at a
dose of 1� 106 cells permouse. EMT6,MB49, RM-1, TRAMP-C2, and
CT26 were implanted on the flank of the animals at a dose of 1 � 106

cells permouse.Myc-Cap tumors were implanted orthotopically in the
prostate of male FVB mice at a dose of 1� 105 cells per mouse. RM-1
tumors were additionally implanted as an intraperitoneal tumor by
injecting 1 � 106 cells into the intraperitoneal space and allowing to
grow for 7 days. Outgrowth of the tumor was monitored by length
versus width measurements for solid flank tumors. Tumors were
utilized for studies starting at 100 mm3 for the start-of-treatment
studies and harvested at a size of 600–800 mm3 for nontreatment
studies, unless otherwise specified

Cell lines
4T1 and CT26 cells were purchased from the ATCC (CRL-2539

andCRL-2638) andmaintained in RPMI1640 supplemented with 10%
FBS and 1% penicillin–streptomycin (10,000 U/mL stock). EMT6
cells were purchased from the ATCC (CRL-2755) and cultured
in Waymouth MB 752/1 media supplemented with 15% FBS and
2 mmol/L L-glutamine. MB49, Myc-Cap, and RM-1 cell lines were
cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin–
streptomycin. TRAMP-C2 cells were a generous gift from James
Allison (The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center,
Houston, TX) and maintained in DMEM supplemented with 5% FBS,
5% NuSerum IV, 10 mmol/L HEPES, 4 mmol/L L-glutamine, 5 mg/mL
insulin, 10 mmol/L dehydroisoandrosterone, 55 mmol/L 2-mercap-
toethanol, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Cells were maintained in
10 cm2 tissue culture–treated plastic dishes. All studies were done
within 10 passages of thawing the cells from frozen stocks. No cell line
verification or testing was conducted.

Human studies
Human bladder tissue samples were acquired at IU Health Meth-

odist Hospital (Indianapolis, IN) through the Indiana University

Health Biorepository (Indianapolis, IN) under Institutional Review
Board (IRB) no. 1408862191.

Lung carcinoma studies were conducted on tissue samples from 6
patients with stage I–II lung cancer who underwent surgical resec-
tion. Tissue was collected under IRB no., 813004. All samples were
histologically confirmed to be adenocarcinomas. Tumor samples
were digested to single-cell suspensions as described previously (15).
Tumor digests were compared with peripheral blood mononuclear
cell preparations from the same patients and analyzed for FRb
and CD14.

MDSC and TAM isolation for live cell sorting and flow cytometry
analysis

MDSCs and TAMs were isolated from all tumor models by
generating a single-cell suspension from the tumor by using collage-
nase I (1 mg/mL) and DNase (100 mg/mL) for 1 hour with shaking at
37�C. Isolation of intraperitoneal tumors was carried out by washing
the intraperitoneal cavity of a tumor-bearing animal with 10 mL of
PBS. After digestion or collection from intraperitoneal space, samples
were filtered through a 70-mm mesh and treated with ACK to remove
red blood cells. MDSCs were labeled with antibodies against CD11b
(M1/70, BioLegend), Ly-6C (HK1.4, BioLegend), and Ly-6G (1A8,
BioLegend). Monocyte-like (M)-MDSCs were identified as CD11bþ

Ly-6Cþ and granulocyte-like (G)-MDSC were identified as CD11bþ

Ly-6Gþ. TAMs were labeled with the same set of antibodies as MDSCs
with the addition of F4/80 (Clone BM8, BioLegend). TAMs were
isolated as CD11bþ Ly-6C� F4/80þ. MDSCs and TAMs were also
isolated from the spleens of tumor-bearing animals by removal of the
spleen followed by mechanical disruption to generate a single-cell
suspension. Red blood cell lysis was then performed using ACK lysis
buffer. Samples were then washed in PBS, centrifuged, resuspended in
RPMI1640 for sorting or 10% formalin, and stored in the dark at 4�C
for analysis by flow cytometry. Additional analysis of MDSCs and
TAMs included staining with anti-PD-L1 antibody (Clone 10F.9G2,
BioLegend), CD86 (Clone GL-1, BioLegend), and CD206 (Clone
C068C2, BioLegend).

Isolation for both MDSCs and TAMs was done using a BD
FACSAria III with the assistance of the Purdue University Flow
Cytometry and Cell Separation Facility. An anti-mouse FRb antibody
was generously contributed by D.S. Dimitrov.

All flow cytometry sample collection was carried out on a BD
LSRFortessa analyzer with data analysis performed using FlowJo v10
(Treestar Software) analysis software.

In vivo and in vitro folate staining
Folate conjugates were provided through OnTarget Laboratories. A

near-infrared dye bound to folate (OTL38; ref. 16) was used for all
in vitro and in vivo labeling experiments.

For in vivo labeling experiments, male C57Bl/6j mice at 8 weeks
of age were placed on a folate-deficient chow (Teklad Envigo) for
2 weeks prior to use in experiments. Once tumors reached a size of
approximately 0.5 cm (width or length), mice were injected with
100 nmols of OTL38. Tumors were harvested 2 hours later and
digested using 1 mg/mL Collagenase type I (Sigma-Aldrich) with 10
mg/mL DNase I (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 hour at 37�C with shaking.
Digested tumors were filtered through a 70-mm filter and labeled for
MDSC and TAM markers. For in vitro labeling, 7-day intraperi-
toneal RM-1 tumors were isolated as described and treated as
described previously (10).

For in vivo imaging, 4T1 tumors were implanted in Balb/c mice
on folate-deficient chow and monitored until the tumor reached
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600 mm3. OTL38 (10 nmols) with and without 200-fold excess folic
acid (FA) competition (folate-glucosaminemixed with the OTL38 as a
single injection) was intravenously injected. Two hours later, the mice
were imaged with an AMI Live Imager (Spectral Imaging). The same
mice were then euthanized and tumors harvested for flow cytometric
quantification.

Suppression assay
MDSC and TAM T-cell suppression assays were carried out in an

antigen-specific manner utilizing the OT-1 ovalbumin T-cell model
system as described previously (14). OT-1 splenocytes were treated
with SIINFEKL peptide (Bachem, 4033142) by plating 2 � 106

splenocytes per well in a 24-well plate in 2 mL of complete RPMI1640
for 24 hours with 1mg/mL of SIINFEKL peptide prior to the start of the
suppression assay. Activated splenocytes were harvested by gradient
centrifugation with Ficoll/Lite-LM (Atlanta Biologicals, 140650) to
isolate activated T cells. T cells were plated at a 1:2MDSC to T cell ratio
(5 � 104:1 � 105) for 18 hours under hypoxic or normoxic culture
conditions in a 96-well plate. Antigen-nonspecific splenic assays were
carried out by incubating splenic-isolated MDSCs from a tumor-
bearing animal with splenocytes from a nontumor-bearing animal
and plate bound CD3 (clone 145-2C11, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 14-
0031-82) and soluble CD28 (clone CD82.2, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
16-0289-81) for 48 hours under hypoxic tension at 1:2 MDSC to
splenocyte ratio in a 96-well plate. Antigen-specific splenic suppres-
sion assayswere performed by treatingOT-1 splenocytes with 1mg/mL
SIINFEKL and coculturing them at a 1:2 MDSC to splenocyte ratio
with tumor-isolated MDSCs for 48 hours under hypoxic tension.
Suppression was determined by measuring T-cell proliferation by
EdU by following the manufacturer’s instructions (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, C10337). Percent suppression was calculated as (1 �
proliferation with MDSC

proliferation without MDSC) � 100.

FA-Toll-like receptor 7a and FA-PI3K inhibitor therapy
Balb/c mice (6- to 8-week-old) were implanted with 0.05� 106 4T1

tumor (subcutaneously) after 2 weeks of folate-deficient diet. On day 4
post-tumor implantation, animals were treated with folate-conjugated
TLR7a or folate-conjugated PI3K inhibitor (PI3Ki; 10 nmol/mouse for
both compounds; ref. 17). Folate-conjugated treatments were com-
pared with nontargeted TLR7a or nontargeted PI3Ki (10 nmol/
mouse). In addition, specificity of the folate targeting was tested by
competition with 200� free folate-glucosamine in combination with
folate-conjugated TLR7a or folate-conjugated PI3Ki (10 nmol/
mouse). Treatments were carried out daily for 5 days per week (12
total days). The tumor growth and animal weight change were
monitored during the study. For a survival study, treatment was
extended to 5 weeks.

Metastatic colony assay
4T1 mammary fat pad tumors were treated starting on day 6

postimplantation and continued for 14 days daily by intravenous
injection of FA-TLR7a, FA-PI3Ki, TLR7a, and PI3Ki (10 nmol/
mouse). At the end of treatment, metastasis in lung was evaluated in
disease control and treatment groups by coculturing lung-digested
cells (digested using Collagenase IV, 10mL/lung with concentration of
1 mg/mL to obtain single-cell suspension) with 6-thioguanine
(60 mmol/L) in complete RPMI1640 media for 10 days in petri plates.
Metastatic colonies were visualized by fixing the plates with 5 mL of
methanol followed by a 5 mL deionized water wash and staining with
0.03% methylene blue. Total blue colonies from each plate were then
counted on a microscope.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using a Student t test (paired,

single-tail analysis) with data represented as mean � SEM. Prism 6.0
(GraphPad) was used for all statistical analyses and graph generation.
Survival studies were analyzed as a Kaplan–Meier plot with both a
Mantel–Cox test and Gehan–Breslow–Wilcoxon test used. Signifi-
cance is shown as ns, P > 0.05; �, P ≤ 0.05; ��, P ≤ 0.01; ���, P ≤ 0.001;
����, P ≤ 0.0001.

Results
Only MDSCs within a tumor mass express FRb

Previous studies from our laboratory demonstrated a functional
difference between spleen and tumor-resident MDSCs, with only the
tumor-resident MDSCs exhibiting immunosuppressive properties
when immediately examined ex vivo (14). On the basis of this
functional difference, we proceeded to compare gene expression
patterns by using a microarray comparing tumor-resident MDSC
subsets and splenic MDSCs (GSE116596). More than 3,000 genes
were found to be differentially expressed between the two MDSC
subtypes, with Folr2, the gene for FRb, among the most prominently
upregulated genes in the tumor MDSCs. Because Folr2 was previously
identified as a marker of activated macrophages (9, 10), we hypoth-
esized that it might also be a marker of immunosuppressive MDSCs
andmacrophages.We first verified the upregulation of Folr2 in tumor-
derived MDSCs compared with spleen MDSCs using qPCR, and then
also analyzed expression of the other isoforms of the folate receptor. As
shown in Fig. 1A, Folr2 was upregulated in tumor-resident MDSCs
of both subtypes, with minimal to no expression of other isoforms of
the folate receptor.

We next examined expression of FRb inMDSCs and TAMs isolated
from solid tumor grafts derived from a variety of murine tumor cell
lines, including 4T1, EMT6,MB49, RM-1, TRAMP-C2,Myc-CaP, and
CT26. Previous studies demonstrated that folate-linked fluorescence
dyes could be exploited to label FRb-expressing myeloid cells in vivo
that accumulate at sites of nonmalignant inflammation (10), suggest-
ing that the same strategy might be used to identify tumor-resident
FRbþ MDSCs and TAMs. For this purpose, subcutaneous murine
tumors were digested to single-cell suspensions and labeled with both
OTL38 (a folate-targeted fluorescence dye) and various markers for
MDSCs and TAMs (Supplementary Fig. S1A). 4T1 and CT26 tumors
were found to contain the highest percentages ofMDSCs [CD11bþ Ly-
6Cþ Ly-6Gþ (GR-1)] expressing a functional FRb, with 10%–20% of
all cells in the tumormass staining positive for bothOTL38 andMDSC
markers (Fig. 1B). In the case of TAMs, the percentage of all tumor-
derived cells that stained positive for both OTL38 and TAM markers
(CD11bþ, Ly-6C�, and F4/80þ) was lower, at 1%–6%, with the highest
percentage observed in EMT6 and CT26 tumors (Fig. 1B). On the
basis of these data, we conclude that a substantial fraction of cells (up to
11%–26% of total tumor cells) in murine tumor models constitute
FRb-expressing MDSCs and TAMs.

To characterize in vivo targeting of FRbþ myeloid populations, we
injected mice bearing an folate receptor–negative (FR�) tumor (4T1)
intravenously with OTL38 and examined the fluorescence of tumor-
resident MDSCs/TAMS. As seen in Fig. 1C, accumulation of OTL38
was only observed in solid tumors, with no uptake seen in peripheral
tissues. Moreover, when folate receptors were blocked by injection of
excess unlabeled FA (Fig. 1C), OTL38 uptake was prevented, dem-
onstrating that accumulation of the folate-dye conjugate in the tumor
was folate receptor mediated. Moreover, following digestion of both
tumors and spleens to release associated myeloid cells, FACS analysis
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Figure 1.

FRb is only expressedon tumor-residentMDSCs and TAMs.A,qPCR analysis of tumor- and spleen-isolatedMDSC subsets, CD11bþ Ly-6Gþ (G-MDSCs) andCD11bþ Ly-
6Cþ (M-MDSCs), from 7-day intraperitoneal RM-1 tumor–bearing animals. Folr1, Folr2, and Folr4were analyzed. Data from 5mice were pooled. B, Prevalence of FRb
expression inMDSCs andTAMs isolated fromvarious tumor cell lines. Solid tumor digestswere stained in vitrowithOTL38 (50 nmol/L) to determine the proportion of
the tumor comprised of FRb-expressingMDSCs (CD11bþGR-1þ) and TAMs (CD11bþ Ly-6C� F4/80þ). Data are represented as percent FRbþMDSCs and TAMswithin
the total tumor mass. (n ¼ 2–5 mice/group). C, Analysis of OTL38 delivery to a solid tumor. 4T1 tumors were grown to approximately 600 mm3 in size. OTL38
(50 nmol/L) was injected intravenously with or without 200� folic acid (mixed with OTL38) to complete binding. Mice were then imaged after 2 hours to analyze
uptake. D, MDSCs and TAMs subset analysis from mice bearing solid 800 mm3 RM-1 tumors and treated by intravenous delivery of OTL38 (50 nmol/L). OTL38 was
delivered as described in C. Tumor- and spleen-derived MDSC subsets and TAMs were isolated and analyzed for uptake of OTL38. Red histogram, tumor OTL38
uptake; blue histogram, PBS-injected control; green histogram, spleen OTL38 uptake (n ¼ 5 mice/group). E, Quantification of flow data shown in D, with percent
uptake indicating percentage M-MDSCs and TAMs that labeled positively for OTL38. F, Expression of FRb in CD14þ cells in both cancerous lung tissue and patient
matched peripheral blood samples.Mann–Whitney nonparametric testwas used for quantification.G,FRb expression in renal carcinoma tissue. Determinationof FRb
expression in human cancer. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections were processed for antigen retrieval and stained with anti-FRb antibody (m909).
Bladder cancer sections were stained with anti-CD11b antibody (brown stain, black arrows) and costained with anti-FRb antibody (red stain, white arrows). PBMC,
peripheral blood mononuclear cell. ��, P ≤ 0.01; ���� , P ≤ 0.0001; ND, not detected; NS, nonsignificant.
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revealed that OTL38 uptake was detected only in the tumor-derived
MDSCs/TAMS and not the splenic-derived MDSCs or macrophages
(Supplementary Fig. S1B). These data demonstrate folate receptor–
expressing murine myeloid cells are localized to tumor tissue and not
present in related myeloid cells in the spleen.

To further characterize the MDSC and TAM subsets that express a
functional FRb, FR� RM-1 tumor–bearing mice were treated with
OTL38, after which, tumors were harvested and analyzed for uptake of
the folate-targeted dye by different subpopulations of MDSCs and
TAMs. As shown in Fig. 1D and E, although both M- and G-MDSCs
displayed OTL38 uptake, OTL38 accumulation was more prominent
in M- than G-MDSCs. Expression of FRb was then confirmed in the
same cells by in vitro labeling with an anti-FRbmAb (Supplementary
Fig. S1C). Together, these data demonstrate a dominant association of
FRb with the murine monocyte/macrophage-derived subtype of
MDSCs and a subset of tumor-derived TAMs.

We next studied human myeloid cells for expression of FRb.
Previous work has demonstrated widespread distribution of FRb-
expressing, histologically identified macrophages in human neoplastic
tissues, however, no cell surface marker analysis was conducted to
establish that the FRbþ cells were TAMs or MDSCs (18). To more
clearly define the level of FRb expression in human peripheral blood
cells and solid tumors, a monocyte population defined by CD14
expression from peripheral blood and tumor tissue of patients with
lung adenocarcinomawas analyzed for FRb expression.We observed a
significant increase in FRb expression in CD14þ cells isolated from
cancerous lung tissue compared with CD14þ cells in the peripheral
blood from the same patient (Fig. 1F). Previous reports on lung
adenocarcinomas have indicated that these CD14þ cells are predom-
inantly TAM like (19). Taken together, these data show a clear
segregation of FRbwithMDSC/TAMpopulations that reside in tumor
tissues and a decrement in FRb expression among CD14þ cells found
outside of the TME. To further characterize the presence of FRb
expression in TME myeloid cells, we costained tissue sections from
human bladder cancers with antibodies to both human FRb (20) and
CD11b (a pan-myeloid marker) and examined their coexpression by
IHC and immunofluorescence. As shown in a comparison of the
panels in Fig. 1G, cells that stained positive for FRb also labeled
prominentlywith anti-CD11b, demonstrating that the FRb-expressing
cells in bladder cancer are also members of the tumor-associated
myeloid cell population.

Immunosuppressive activity resides in the FRbþ subpopulations
of M-MDSCs and TAMs under hypoxic conditions

Because MDSCs and TAMs from healthy tissues (e.g., spleen,
peripheral blood, etc.) express little or no FRb (Fig. 1) and because
these same MDSCs and TAMs are not immunosuppressive (14), the
question naturally arose whether FRb might define the immunosup-
pressive subset ofMDSCs and TAMs. To address this question, we set-
up an assay to compare the immunosuppressive properties of murine
FRbþ and FRb� MDSCs and TAMs obtained from freshly isolated
solid RM-1 tumors (Supplementary Fig. S2A and S2B). Moreover,
because studies from other laboratories had shown that solid tumors
are largely hypoxic (21) and that hypoxia is linked to the immuno-
suppressive properties of MDSCs and TAMs (22), we performed the
comparative studies in the presence and absence of hypoxia. As shown
in Supplementary Fig. S2C, Folr2 mRNA analysis confirmed a clean
separation of FRbþ fromFRb� populations (Supplementary Fig. S2C).
Importantly, under normoxic conditions, no discernible difference
was observed between FRbþ and FRb� M-MDSC populations. How-
ever, under hypoxic conditions, the immunosuppressive function was

observed to segregate entirely with the FRbþ M-MDSC subset
(Fig. 2A). FRbþ TAMs were also found to be the highly immuno-
suppressive population under hypoxic conditions (Fig. 2B). These
data suggest that FRb identifies the critical immunosuppressive mye-
loid subpopulations within the hypoxic TME.

To explore a possible association between hypoxia and FRb expres-
sion in vivo, mice were injected with pimonidazole, a molecule that
forms covalent adducts with proteins under highly hypoxic conditions
(<1% O2; ref. 23). Levels of FRb and pimonidazole-protein adducts
were compared by flow cytometry in freshly isolated M-MDSCs and
TAMs. As shown in Fig. 2C and D, pimonidazole reactivity in vivo
segregatedwith FRb expression in both TAMs andM-MDSCs, with no
hypoxia (or FRb expression) detected in either splenic MDSCs or
macrophages. In addition, hypoxia-inducible factor-1a (HIF1a),
which has been shown by others to be essential to the development
of immunosuppressive MDSCs (22), segregated with FRb expression
in M-MDSCs (Supplementary Fig. S2D). These data demonstrate that
FRb constitutes a unique marker that identifies the immunosuppres-
sive state in MDSCs and TAMs under hypoxic tumor conditions.

Because PD-L1 expression has been implicated in the immunosup-
pressive properties of MDSCs and TAMs (24, 25), particularly under
hypoxia (25), we next undertook to investigate whether PD-L1 might
correlate with FRb expression. We first compared PD-L1 and FRb
expression by flow cytometry. As shown inFig. 3A, we observed a clear
cosegregation of PD-L1 expression with FRb expression in both M-
MDSCs and TAMs. PD-L1 and FRb cosegregation was also prominent
across all tumor types tested (Supplementary Fig. S3A). We then
investigated the contribution of PD-L1 to the immunosuppressive
activity of the tumor-resident myeloid cells. For this purpose, OT-1
T cells (which we have demonstrated to express PD-1; Supplementary
Fig. S3B) were incubated with either FRbþ or FRb� M-MDSCs and
TAMs and examined for immunosuppression in the presence and
absence of an anti-PD-L1 antibody to block any contribution made by
the PD-L1. As shown in Fig. 3B, the anti-PD-L1 antibody demon-
strated no effect on tumor-derived TAMorMDSC suppression of OT-
1 cell proliferation when compared with isotype antibody control. To
verify the functionality of our reagents, conditions described in the
original characterization of PD-L1 function in MDSCs were replicat-
ed (25). In these studies, spleen-derived MDSCs were tested for their
ability to suppress anti-CD3/anti-CD28–activated T cells in an antigen
nonspecific 3-day assay. Although some PD-L1–mediated T-cell
suppression was observed, as evidenced by partial abrogation of
suppression by anti-PD-L1 antibody, an equivalent reduction in
suppression was also seen when treating with a NO inhibitor; that
is, another mechanism of MDSC suppression (Supplementary
Fig. S3C). This differential suppressive activity between antigen-
specific T-cell activation and anti-CD3/anti-CD28 stimulation is
consistent with previous reports (26).

On the basis of previous observations that (i) TAM/MDSC-induced
suppression of T-cell activity can derive from their release of NO and
the consequent nitrosylation of the T-cell receptor (27), (ii) HIF-1a
expression is required for induction of inducible nitric oxide synthase
(iNOS) and its synthesis of NO in MDSCs (22), and (iii) immuno-
suppressive mechanisms vary based on location within the tumor and
hypoxia (28), we explored whether TAM/MDSC-derived NO might
constitute a prominent mediator of tumor myeloid cell immunosup-
pression. For this purpose, we performed the suppression assay
described above in the presence of L-NMMA, a potent inhibitor of
iNOS (29), to directly assess whether FRbþM-MDSCs or TAMsmight
rely on NO production for their immunosuppressive functions.
Remarkably, inhibition with L-NMMA under hypoxic conditions
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Figure 2.

Suppressive function segregateswith the FRbþpopulations.A andB,Analysis of suppressionwithin FRbþ and FRb�M-MDSCs andTAMs.M-MDSCs (A) andTAMs (B)
were divided into FRbþ/� subsets from intraperitoneal RM-1 tumors and tested in an 18-hour suppression assay as described in A under either normoxic or hypoxic
(1% O2) conditions (n ¼ 5 mice/group were pooled and data are representative of four independent experiments). C and D, Determination of the hypoxic status of
tumor-derived and spleen MDSCs and TAMs in tumor-bearing mice. Intraperitoneal RM-1 tumor–bearing mice were treated with pimonidazole (60 mg/kg of body
mass by intraperitoneal injection) 1.5 hours prior to harvest. Tumorswere isolated and labeledwith antibodies againstMDSC andTAMmarkers alongwith an antibody
against pimonidazole. Under hypoxic conditions, pimonidazole forms adducts in protein that can be detected via antibody. Red histogram, FRbþ population; blue
histogram, FRb� population; green histogram, spleen-isolated population (data representative of 5 mice). � , P ≤ 0.05; ��� , P ≤ 0.001; ND, not detected.
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Figure 3.

M-MDSCs and TAMs depend on NO production for immunosuppression.A, Expression of PD-L1 in tumor-derived FRbþ/�M-MDSCs and TAMs. Intraperitoneal RM-1
tumor exudates were stained with MDSC markers, anti-FRb antibody, and an anti-PD-L1 antibody. FRbþ M-MDSCs (red), FRb� M-MDSCs (blue), and spleen CD11bþ

Ly-6Cþ cells (green) were analyzed (data representative of 5mice).B, Impact of anti-PD-L1 blocking of PD-L1 on suppression of CD8 T-cell proliferationmediated by
tumor-derived MDSCs and TAMs (calculated as described in Materials and Methods). M-MDSCs and TAMs were isolated from intraperitoneal RM-1 tumor–bearing
mice anddivided into FRbþ/� subsets. Those cellswere then tested in an 18-hour suppression assaywith antigen (SIINFEKLpeptide, 1mg/mL)-activatedOT-1 T cells as
described in Materials and Methods. Samples were treated with anti-PD-L1 antibody (10F.9G2) and suppression was compared with untreated control (n¼ 5 mice/
groupwere pooledwith data representative of two experiments).C, Impact of inhibitingNOproduction by tumor-derivedMDSCs and TAMs on suppression. L-NMMA
(50 mmol/L), an inhibitor of NO production, was tested in the same assay as described in B (n ¼ 5 mice/group were pooled with data representative of two
experiments). D, NO production in FRbþ and FRb� M-MDSCs and TAMs. Tumor-derived and spleen M-MDSCs and TAMs were treated with IFNg for 24 hours after
isolation from intraperitoneal RM-1 tumor–bearingmice. Cells were lysed by freezing and lysateswere tested for NO production by Griess reagent (n¼ 5mice/group
were pooled with data representative of two experiments). ��� , P ≤ 0.001; ���� , P ≤ 0.0001; ND, not detected.
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completely abrogated M-MDSC and TAM immunosuppression of T
cells (Fig. 3C), suggesting that NO production constitutes a major
mechanism through which MDSCs and TAMs exert their immuno-
suppressive activities. Not surprisingly, under both hypoxic and
normoxic conditions, NO production was significantly higher
in FRbþ than FRb� M-MDSCs and TAMs (Fig. 3D). These data
document the use of at least two distinct immunosuppressive mechan-
isms by MDSCs and help explain why immune checkpoint inhibitors
alone can be insufficient to control them.

Developing therapeutic approaches by targeting FRbþmyeloid
cells

Preliminary studies showed that FRbwas also expressed onMDSCs
and TAMs (Fig. 4A) from FR� MB49 solid tumors (Supplementary
Fig. S4) and that depletion of these FRbþ MDSCs and TAMs using
a folate-targeted photodynamic therapy (PDT) agent eliminated all
FRbþ myeloid cells, but that full replenishment of FRbþ MDSCs and
TAMs was observed within 3 days (Fig. 4B) and that a rebound of
tumor growth then followed (Fig. 4C). Finally, no other significant
difference was detected in tumor-resident immune populations
(Fig. 4D). Because of this rapid replenishment of tumor-infiltrating
myeloid cells, we concluded that eradication of tumor-associated
myeloid cells was not likely to provide a sustained alteration of the
TME. Thus, alternative approaches were pursued.

Antitumor activity of myeloid-specific delivery of TLR7a and
PI3Ki

To test the antitumor activities of the above drugs, an orthotopic
4T1 FR� tumor model in BALB/c mice was employed because it
allowed determination of therapeutic activity on both primary and
metastatic tumors. In addition, all cell lines used in these studies
were characterized for expression of a functional folate receptor by
staining with OTL38 (30). All cell lines showed little to no uptake of
folate conjugates compared with lipopolysaccharide-activated RAW
264.7 macrophages (Supplementary Fig. S4). As shown in Fig. 5A,
the folate-TLR7a conjugate was indeed able to retard tumor growth
in a sustained manner. In contrast, the nontargeted TLR7a
was unable to control tumor growth and was furthermore, highly
toxic compared with FA-TLR7a (Fig. 5A and B) and accompanied
by a substantial increase in systemic cytokine production (Supple-
mentary Fig. S5A–S5C). The absence of toxicity of FA-TLR7 was
consistent with the ability of folate to concentrate its attached cargo
in FRbþ cells and thereby avoid uptake by FR� cell types, resulting
in no detectable increase in systemic inflammatory cytokines (Sup-
plementary Fig. S5A–S5C). Moreover, when TAM and MDSC folate
receptors were blocked with excess FA, the antitumor activity of
FA-TLR7a was abrogated, confirming that the potency of FA-
TLR7a conjugate was dependent on FRb-mediated uptake
(Fig. 5A). These data are consistent with previous reports that
systemic TLR7 administration, while effective at controlling tumor
growth through immune modulation, is ultimately toxic and not
appropriate for systemic therapy (31, 32).

We next tested FA-PI3Ki for antitumor activity. As seen in Fig. 5C
and D, while some suppression of tumor growth was observed
following FA-PI3Ki administration, the antitumor activity of the
conjugate was not as potent as that seen with FA-TLR7a, suggesting
that conversion of TAMs/MDSCs to a more proinflammatory phe-
notype may be more effective than simply inhibiting their immuno-
suppressive activities with a PI3K inhibitor.

Finally, because many publications have reported that TAMs and
MDSCs participate intimately in the metastatic process (33, 34), we

tested whether FA-TLR7a or FA-PI3Ki might inhibit the development
of lung metastasis of orthotopic 4T1 tumors. For this purpose, 4T1
syngeneic breast cancer cells were implanted intomammary fat pads of
BALB/cmice (35) and beginning onday 4 postimplantation,micewere
injected intravenously 5� per week with either FA-TLR7a, FA-PI3Ki,
or saline. When analyzed on day 18, few, if any, lung metastases were
detectable in mice treated with either FA-PI3Ki or FA-TLR7a
(Fig. 5E), whereas lung metastases in mice treated with nontargeted
PI3Ki or TLR7a were similar in number to saline-treated controls
(Fig. 5F). Because folate targeting is specific for TAMs and MDSCs,
these data support the hypothesis that FRbþ TAMs and/or MDSCs
play a pivotal role in the mechanism of metastasis. Moreover, because
neither FA-TLR7a nor FA-PI3Ki has any effect on the growth of 4T1
cells in culture, even at concentrations 1,000� higher than those used
this study (Supplementary Fig. S5D and S5E), and because the 4T1
cancer cells express no folate receptors, one can conclude that these
antimetastatic effects do not stem from a direct effect on cancer cells,
but rather derive from modulation of FRb-expressing MDSCs and
TAMs.

Repolarization of M-MDSCs and TAMs generates a
proinflammatory tumoricidal phenotype

In an effort to find a more durable approach for suppressing FRbþ

MDSC/TAM activity, we explored the use of FA-TLR7a or FA-PI3Ki
targeted to the FRbþ myeloid cells in the TME to determine whether
either drug could reprogram the TAMs/MDSCs from a tissue regen-
erating/immunosuppressive phenotype to a tumoricidal M1-like phe-
notype (36). For this purpose, we examined the effects of systemic
administration of the above FR-targeted drugs on the numbers and
phenotypes of the FRbþ MDSCs and TAMs isolated from 4T1 solid
tumors 2 weeks following initiation of therapy. As shown in Fig. 6A,
treatment with FA-TLR7a reduced the percentage of cells with TAM
markers by more than half, while administration of FA-PI3Ki
decreased TAM numbers by 40%. Reduction in MDSC numbers was
also >50% upon exposure to TLR7a, but surprisingly MDSC numbers
were not significantly affected by PI3Ki (Fig. 6B). Analysis of the pro-
and anti-inflammatory markers within the TAM population (Fig. 6C)
revealed a significant shift from an M2 toward M1 phenotype follow-
ing treatment with either FA-TLR7a or FA-PI3Ki, and quantitation of
CD4 and CD8þ T-cell numbers displayed a nearly 10-fold increase
after treatment with either drug conjugate (Fig. 6D and E).

In a separate series of experiments,measurement of plasma cytokine
levels in the tumor-bearing mice demonstrated that both FA-TLR7a
and FA-PI3Ki significantly reduced plasma concentrations of G-CSF
(Fig. 6F). Moreover, when MDSCs and TAMs were isolated from the
ascites fluid of mice bearing untreated 4T1 peritoneal tumors and
subsequently incubated in vitro with TLR7a or PI3Ki, TGFb produc-
tion byMDSCswas found to decrease upon treatment with TLR7a, but
not PI3Ki (Fig. 6G). Moreover, an increase in CD86 expression on the
tumor MDSC population treated with FA-TLR7a suggested that the
therapy may have induced maturation of this immature population of
myeloid cells (Fig. 6H). Finally, analysis of the abilities of the afore-
mentioned drugs to inhibit the suppression ofCD8T-cell expression of
IFNg by MDSCs (Fig. 6I) revealed that the FA-TLR7a was able to
reverse their inhibitory effects, whereas PI3Ki had no significant effect
(Fig. 6I). Collectively, these data demonstrate the ability of a folate-
targeted TLR7a or PI3Ki to repolarize the FRbþmyeloid cells toward a
more proinflammatory phenotype.

Finally, combining the observations that FA-TLR7 therapy was able
to control tumor growth, prevent metastatic development, and drive a
proinflammatory phenotype in bothMDSCs and TAMs, we tested the
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Figure 4.

Targeting M-MDSCs and TAMs via FRb depletes tumor-resident populations. A, Characterization of FRb expression in MB49 solid tumors. MB49 intraperitoneal
tumors were generated by implanting 1� 106 MB49 cells in the intraperitoneal cavity and harvested 7 days later. Intraperitoneal and splenic MDSCs and TAMs were
analyzed for FRb expression via antibody. Red histogram, tumor-resident populations; green histogram, unstained; blue histogram, splenic cells (n¼ 5mice/group).
B, Depletion of M-MDSCs and TAMs from solid tumors by FRb-targeted PDT. Intradermal MB49 tumors (2.5 � 106 cells/mouse) were grown for 10–14 days. At this
point, 40 nmol of PG05132 PDT compoundwas delivered to tumor-bearing animals via intravenous injection. The compoundwas allowed to circulate for 1.5 hours, at
which time, the mice were treated at the tumor site with a 400 mA 750 nm laser for 30 minutes. Tumors were harvested at 48 and 72 hours and the presence of M-
MDSCs and TAMs was analyzed as described in Materials and Methods. Treated mice were compared with PBS-injected mice that were treated with the laser (n¼ 3
mice/group). C, After an initial treatment (Tx), tumors were measured for 8 days posttreatment with PDT-treated mice compared with PBS-injected mice treated
with the laser (n¼ 8–9mice/group).D, Flow cytometric quantification of tumor-resident CD8þ, CD4þ, and B220þ from PDT-treated and control tumors. Populations
were gated under viable cell and CD45þ markers in addition to specific subset markers. � , P ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 5.

M-MDSCs and TAMs targeted by folate-delivered TLR7a and PI3Ki control tumor growth and metastatic development. A and B, Inhibition of tumor growth by
folate-mediated delivery of TLR7a (FA-TLR7a) and PI3Ki (FA-PI3Ki) to MDSCs and TAMs. Balb/c mice (6–8 weeks old) were implanted with 0.05 � 106 4T1
tumors (subcutaneous). On day 4 post-tumor implantation, animals were treated with folate-conjugated TLR7a (10 nmol/mouse), or nontargeted TLR7a (10
nmol/mouse), or competition (200� free folate) with folate-conjugated TLR7a (10 nmol/mouse) daily for 5 days per week. The tumor growth (A) and animal
weight change (B) were monitored during the study. C and D, Control of tumor growth by FRb-targeted reprogramming of MDSCs and TAMs by FA-PI3Ki.
Balb/c mice (6–8 weeks old) were implanted with 0.05� 106 4T1 tumors (subcutaneous). On day 4 post-tumor implantation, animals were treated with folate-
conjugated PI3Ki (10 nmol/mouse), or nontargeted PI3Ki (10 nmol/mouse), or competition (200� free folate) with folate-conjugated PI3Ki (10 nmol/mouse)
daily for 5 days per week. The tumor growth (C) and animal weight change (D) were monitored during the study. E and F, Impact of FA-TLR7a and FA-PI3Ki
on metastasis in 4T1 tumor–bearing mice. A total of 0.05 � 106 4T1 cells were implanted in the fat pad in 6- to 8-week-old Balb/c mice (n ¼ 3). Treatment
was started at day 6 post-implantation and was continued for 14 days daily (intravenous). FA-TLR7a, FA-PI3Ki, TLR7a, and PI3Ki (10 nmol/mouse; defined in
A and B). At the end of in vivo study, metastasis to the lung was evaluated in disease control and treatment groups by coculturing of lung-digested cells with
6-thioguanine (60 mmol/L) for 14 days as described in Materials and Methods (E and F). Data are compiled from two independent experiments with 4–5 mice
per group. � , P ≤ 0.05; �� , P ≤ 0.01; NS, nonsignificant.
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impact of FA-TRL7a in a longitudinal survival study using the above
4T1 mammary carcinoma model. Orthotopic 4T1 tumors were
implanted as described in Fig. 5, but treatment was continued for
5 weeks using the same dosing schedule. Mice were euthanized when
tumor size exceeded 2 cm in any direction or became ulcerated. As
shown in Fig. 7A, median survival of mice treated with FA-TLR7a was
37 days, whereas median survival for saline-treated mice was only
27 days. Increased CD8þ T-cell infiltration into the tumor mass was
also observed in treated mice (Fig. 7B). Collectively, these data
demonstrate that selective treatment of FRbþ MDSCs and TAMs
with folate-targeted repolarizing/inactivating drugs can reprogram the

TME, leading to retardation of tumor growth and enhancement of
animal lifespan.

Discussion
Studies reported above support several major conclusions regarding

MDSC and TAM biology; namely that (i) FRb expression is predom-
inantly restricted to MDSCs and TAMs in the TME for both human
and murine tumors, (ii) FRb expression identifies the functionally
suppressive subpopulations of MDSCs and TAMs, and (iii) targeting
TAMs and MDSCs in the TME with potent immune-modulating

Figure 6.

Repolarization of tumor-associated M-MDSCs and TAMs observed after treatment with TLR7a and PI3Ki. Determination of changes in intratumoral myeloid
populations in Balb/c mice (6- to 8-week-old) that were implanted with 0.05 � 106 4T1 tumor (subcutaneous). On day 4 post-tumor implantation, animals
were treated with folate-conjugated (FA-TLR7a or FA-PI3Ki; 10 nmol/mouse) daily for 2 weeks. After the animals were euthanized, the tumor was digested to
analyze MDSCs, TAMs, and T-cell populations. A and B, MDSCs (A) and TAMs (B) percentage in tumor digests. C, The ratio of M1 and M2 macrophages in tumor
digests as determined by the ratio of CD86þ (M1) and CD206 (M2) percentages within total F4/80þ macrophages. D, Percentage of CD4þ T cells in total CD3
T-cell population from digested tumor cells. E, Percentage of CD8þ T cells in total CD3 T-cell population from digested tumor cells. F, G-CSF levels in plasma at
day 12 post-tumor implantation. Phenotypic changes in MDSCs and TAMs after in vitro treatment with reprogramming compounds. MDSCs/TAMs isolated
from ascites of Balb/c mice (6–8 weeks old) implanted with 10 � 106 4T1 tumors (intraperitoneally) were incubated with 1 mmol/L TLR7a or 1 mmol/L PI3Ki for
48 hours. G, TGFb concentrations. H, CD86 expression on MDSCs measured by flow cytometry. I, T-cell suppression represented by percent positive CD8þ

IFNg as compared with control T cells. Data are compiled from two independent experiments with 4–5 mice per group. � , P ≤ 0.05; ���, P ≤ 0.001; ���� , P ≤
0.0001; NS, nonsignificant.
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compounds is safe, reprograms TAM and MDSC phenotypes, and
induces antitumor activity.

Identification of FRb as a marker for immunosuppressive MDSCs
and TAMs is important to tumor biology because it provides a tool for
isolating, modifying, and characterizing this functionally significant
subset of myeloid cells. Because the customary markers for MDSCs
and TAMs have typically been themarkers used for characterization of
general myeloid populations, identification of a cell as a suppressive
MDSC or TAM has historically required an additional test to confirm
functionality (8). While FRb has been previously documented as a
marker for activated macrophages (9), its significance as a marker of
immunosuppressive myeloid cells in the TME was never established.
The data herein support the idea that FRb can be used to both isolate
MDSCs and TAMs for study in vitro and modify their behavior for
analysis of their interactions with other tumor cells in vivo.

One of the most accepted markers for M2 macrophages is arginase
1 (ARG1), an enzyme that metabolizes the arginine required for
NO production (37). Not surprisingly, upregulation of ARG1 in
M2 macrophages has led to the dogma that M2-like macrophages do

not synthesize NO (38). However, as shown in Fig. 3, our data
demonstrate that M2-like M-MDSCs and TAMs rely on NO produc-
tion to perform their immunosuppressive function. Indeed, Massi and
colleagues have demonstrated that macrophages in melanoma tissues
are induced to generate NO rather than Arg1 (39). Nagaraj and
colleagues (27) have further shown that this NO inactivates T cells
via nitrosylation of the T-cell receptor, and Bingisser and collea-
gues (40) have added that macrophage-derived NO also suppresses
T-cell activation via reversible disruption of JAK3/STAT5 signaling.
Riquelme and colleagues (41) have supported this concept by dem-
onstrating that prolonged survival of tissue allografts requires direct
immunosuppression of T cells by macrophage-generated NO. Col-
lectively, these data establish that TAMs and MDSCs in the TME can
employ NO as a means to regulate T-cell activity.

A second major conclusion of this article is that folate receptor
targeting can be exploited to deliver folate-conjugated drugs specif-
ically to FRbþ tumor-associated myeloid cells without delivery of
compound to cell types that will not be directly impacted. There are
mixed data on the efficacy of delivery of TLR7as to epithelial cells with
the majority of TLR7/8/9 expression restricted to the immune com-
partment and stroma of a tumor (31, 42). Not only was FRb shown to
be highly upregulated on tumor site M-MDSCs and TAMs, but
the activities of these cells were also found to be controllable through
FRb-mediated internalization of immunomodulatory folate–drug
conjugates, while the tumor lines used in these studies were found
to be insensitive to the folate conjugates. Although PI3Kis were already
reported to enhance checkpoint therapy through suppression of
MDSCs (43), we have shown here that a TLR7a can constitute
an even more potent suppressor of M-MDSC and TAM functions.
Thus, despite a known role for PI3Ki in the elimination ofMDSCs (44),
our study suggests that TLR7a-mediated reprogramming of these
myeloid cells may be the preferred option (Fig. 6B). Together with
data from Lu and colleagues (44), our study makes a clear case for
designing of methods to control MDSCs at the tumor site and suggests
that exploration of additional approaches to regulating MDSC prop-
erties may lead to more universal strategies for treatment of solid
tumors.

It is important to note that TLR7as are not new additions to the
immunotherapy toolbox. Currently, TLR7as currently hold FDA
approval as topical treatments for cutaneous lymphomas, basal cell
carcinomas, actinic keratoses, and other skin lesions (45). Unfortu-
nately, due to their potent ability to activate the immune system,
TLR7as have invariably proven to be too toxic for systemic admin-
istration. Even topical absorption of imiquimod through the skin is
sufficient to generate flu-like symptoms, including fever, fatigue, and
headaches (46). Our data on systemic administration of free/non-
targeted TLR7a confirmed the drug to be highly toxic, as reported
previously by others (47). Also, studies that have explored systemic
delivery of TLR7a, such as Nishii and colleagues, have done so using
much smaller doses (5 nmol), less frequent administrations, and less
potent agonists than we have employed in this study (48). Therefore,
the ability to target highly effective, but toxic compounds, like TLR7as,
solely to cells whose reprogramming would improve tumor outcomes
could enable novel strategies for training the immune system to
suppress tumor growth. Drugs that would otherwise have severe side
effects can now be repurposed for use through folate receptor–
mediated targeting.

The question of whether it would be more effective to destroy or
reprogram a tumor’s MDSCs and TAMs was also addressed in this
study. Thus, when MDSCs and TAMs were depleted from tumors by
folate-targeted PDT, a rebound in the MDSC and TAM populations

Figure 7.

Enhanced survival of orthotopic 4T1 tumor–bearing mice with FA-TLR7 treat-
ment. A, 4T1 Orthotopic tumors were established as described in Fig. 5 and
treatedwith 10 nmol/mouse dailywith FA-TLR7 by intravenous injection (5 days
on and 2 days off) for 5 weeks total. Mice were monitored for tumors that
reached 2 cm in any direction or open ulcerated tumors. B, Histology
sections from each tumor were analyzed at the time of harvest for CD8þ

infiltration by counting 10 fields of the tumor section at �20 magnification.
Total counts were quantified from each FA-TLR7a–treated tumor and each
control tumor. �� , P ≤ 0.01.
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was observed within 72 hours, and this rebound was accompanied
by a recovery in the growth rate of the tumor. These data unfor-
tunately suggest that the ability of a tumor to recruit new myeloid
populations may outpace the ability of a therapy to eradicate them.
Repolarization of the myeloid cells, however, was found to generate
a more lasting change in TME myeloid cell phenotype that was not
rapidly overcome by recruitment of new myeloid cell populations.
Moreover, repolarization induced a significant increase in CD8 T-
cell infiltration into the tumor, whereas depletion with PDT had no
significant effect on CD8 T-cell infiltration into the tumor. Multiple
laboratories have studied blocking or depleting MDSCs to enhance
adoptive T-cell therapies, but repolarization of existing myeloid
populations to enhance immunotherapies has remained largely
unexplored until now (49).

Remarkably, despite a correlative link between FRb expression
and M-MDSC and TAM function, it remains unclear whether FRb
is required for immunosuppression or whether the receptor simply
segregates with the suppressive population. In endothelial cells,
folate and tetrahydrobiopterin are required for the production of
NO (50), but this requirement has not been demonstrated in MDSCs
or TAMs. We showed that FRb marks the sole immunosuppressive
subpopulations of M-MDSCs and TAMs under hypoxic conditions
and that their immunosuppression is dependent on NO production.
These observations fit with the initial Corzo and colleagues’ obser-
vation on hypoxia and NO production (19). While we did not see an
impact on T-cell suppression when PD-L1 was blocked during a
suppression assay under antigen-specific conditions, we did see an
impact of anti-PD-L1 when assaying suppression of anti-CD3/anti-
CD28–activated T cells. These data suggest the activation of differ-
ent immunosuppression mechanisms depending on antigen-specific
versus nonspecific conditions. Nagaraj and colleagues demonstrated
that MDSCs inhibit T cells in a primarily antigen-specific man-
ner (27). However, not all studies utilize the same suppression assay
conditions and a mix of antigen-specific versus nonspecific assays
are used. Together, these data suggest that careful attention to
suppression assay conditions is necessary due to the potential for
different suppressive mechanisms under different immunologic
conditions.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that FRb constitutes a highly
specific marker of immunosuppressive MDSCs and TAMs that can be
exploited to image, isolate, andmanipulate the functional properties of
MDSCs/TAMs in the TME. Because MDSCs and TAMs are not
mutating like cancer cells and because MDSCs and TAMs contribute
prominently to the properties of nearly all solid tumors, use of folate-
targeted drugs to reprogram tumor MDSCs and TAMs could enable

new approaches to controlling the immune environment in many
cancer types.
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